
ENERGY NEWS service
Over 27,000 energy news for SEE 
The most comprehensive news and data 
info source for SEE, Hungary and Turkey

Web access | PDF Publications | Excel files         
Historical data | Professional support

990 EUR annually, company licensed - unlimited 
number of user

PRICE FORECASTING Services
DAY-AHEAD: HUPX + SEE SPOT SUPPORT                   
 - Day-ahead and Week-ahead HUPX forecast report, with Post-HUPX report -  400 EUR per month

MONTH-AHEAD: HUPX and SEE Trading Tool
- Extensive Month-ahead price forecast reports, 420 EUR per month

COUNTRY REPORTS 
Detailed overview of power sectors for 
countries of South Eastern Europe 

Over 1,000 pages of all must-know energy info 
for 8 countries of SEE

290 EUR per country, company licensed, with 12 
months of free updates

All 8 reports - 990 EUR for Energy NEWS service 
subscribers

PREMIUM PRICE FORECAST services - For all tradeable products in Hungary and SEE 

Balkan Energy AG, Switzerland
Tel: 41 44 586 98 55
www.BalkanEnergy.com 
office@balkanenergy.com

MONTH-AHEAD TRADING ADVISORY
- Extensive analytical document and in-person videolink presentations

BI-Weekly Risk and Portfolio report
- For all tradeable products in Hungary and SEE, covering also updates on local and global risks

MONTHLY REVIEW - Know your markets 

SEE Monthly Power Review
- Detailed review of SPOT and Forward markets in SEE, CO2 and gas price moves, power balance...

All services available online on our WEB PORTAL 
www.portal.balkanenergy.com



www.balkanenergy.com

Extensive short and long term trading strategies
BI-Weekly Risk and Portfolio report

“Bi-weekly risk and portfolio optimization report” is focused on trading and risk mitigations strategies on 
Hungarian and SEE markets. It contains concrete advices and strategies for trading and managing of opened 
positions for: Week+1, Week+2, Month+1, Month +2, Quarter+1, Quarter+2, Year+1 products. 

The “Bi-Weekly risk and portfolio report” is delivered as an extensive document 30-40 pages document on 
bi-weekly basis which contains advices for trading and the most important global and regional factors which 
can impact Hungarian and SEE power markets during the next two weeks. With the report you get an optional 
bi-weekly telco with our expert, who will discuss with you proposed trading strategies and underlying analyt-
ics on which the trading strategy is based on. 

The report provides analytics and explanations of price moves which happened on forward and spot markets 
in the previous month on Hungarian and SEE markets. The Report provides detailed explanations on of what 
was happening on regional markets and what were the reasons for that. 

The report is intended for Regulators, Transmission System Operators, Power exchange Administrators, Util-
ities, Ministries of Energy and Assets owners. The aim of the report  is to help them understand reasons and 
consequences which happened on markets which they regulate or on which they operate. The report can also 
be useful for traders to re-evaluate their decisions during the past month.

Month ahead trading strategies 
Month-ahead Trading Advisory and “HUPX+SEE Trading Tool”

“Monthly trading advisory” is an extensive month-ahead forecast and analysis of Hungarian and SEE markets. 
This type of service is intended to give detailed analytics, alternative ideas, trading strategies, out-of-the box 
thinking - with a goal to challenge opinions, actions and strategies of your traders and analysts.

“Trading Strategy” document is published some 30 days before the delivery month starts. Subscription to 
“Monthly trading strategies” also includes a 2-hour long personal presentation and discussion with our expert 
- where we further explain risks, opportunities and our standpoints from the document.

Daily trading strategies for HUPX and HENEX 
“HUPX + SEE Spot Support” 

Day ahead forecasts for Hungarian power exchange is published at 08:30 CET, with a 10:00 CET update. 
. In addition to hourly price forecast, aim of daily reports is also to provide spot traders with all the data and 
analytics they might need for day-ahead trading, live power plants outage info and all other information rele-
vant for spot trading.

HUPX + SEE Spot Support report also includes Week-ahead HUPX forecast.

Know what happened on your market with ex-post monthly review
“Hungarian and SEE markets monthly review”


